A technique for separating clustered date through the use of n-dimensional ellipsoids surrounding the clusters is discussed. The ellipsoids are minimal in the sense that a maximum number of data points lie on their boun daries. The theor y is set up for the computer aided classification of patients according to the presence or absence of a disease, though it is applica ble to other similar situations.
LIST OF PRINCIPA L SYMBOLS
a test data n-vector ai i th initially classified data n-vector c a center of gravity n-vector of ai 's d i diagon al entry 0 = ellipsoid axis intercept (squared ) o diagonal matrix determining the ellipsoid Ij jth index set = numbers from 1 to N with j-l numbers deleted n.
ith norm n~( j) I ith norm in [th iteration a orth ogonal n x n matr ix =ro tation to principal axes ¢ik(j) k th en try of I/>i in the jth iteration ¢,¢(j ) shifted data vectors lfl,<I>(j)nons ingular matrices, columns consisting of vector I/>'s R R(j) tati . , ro tion n x n matrices Rij(i) rotati on (n-j+l ) x (n-j+ l) matr ices x, Y column n-vectors of ent ries xi, yi <X,y > scalor product of vector x and y IIx II norm of vector x If K is any positive definite (real symmetric) matrix, we take as the definition of an n_dimensional (solid) ellipsoid the set of vectors x f R" satisfying + matrix transpose n x n identity matrix direct sum of matrics A~B =[~~J
The situation is somewhat simplified by observing that K can be diagonalized by an orthogonal matrix a 1 N Co: =N .~O:j
1=1
A new origin which will be the center for our ellipsoid is choosen as co:' that is, we work with shifted vectors
Although it is easy to find a number of solid spheres which encompass finite data sets, by simply choosing large enough radii, we desire minimal ellipsoids. Thus, we develop ellipsoids which contain a maximum number of data points on their boundary surfaces.
By perhaps the exclusion of redundant data, consider that N linearly independent data n-vectors O:j, i = 1, 2, .. ., N with N~n, of similar and known classification are given and with an ordering to be specified shortly. We first form their "center of gravity" vector. 
MATHEMATICAL NOTATION AND FORMU LATION OF THE PROBLEM
In the area of medical diagnostics one desires methods of accurately specifying the presence or absence in a patient of a given disease. For, it is clear that in certain cases the decision to apply curative techniques, including operation, involves a question of life or death upon which one desires no mistakes. Toward computerization for these decisions, present techniques use linear separating (hyperplane) surfaces for classifying data as either normal or diseased. But linear surfaces may not give an accurate picture, especially for borderline or otherwise unclassifiable casses. Consequently, we begin here a discussion of the next step, that is, the use of quadratic separating surfaces.
In the medical diagnostic case data tends to cluster. Consequently the idea to be developed is that of passing an n-dimensional ellipsoid around the center of gravity of a cluster of n-dimensional data points. Medically, initial clusters are obtained from a large sample of patients known to either possess or not to possess the disease under question. This gives two clusters each within an ellipsoid with classification of a new patient under test occuring if the patient's data points lie inside a region of one of the ellipsoids nonoverlapping with the other; other data points outside or inside both ellipsoids are unclassifiable, necessitating further testing and observation.
The following then gives a discussion of possible mathematics for the testing of data points to see if they lie within a given ellipsoid. For this the primary problem is that of characterising the ellipsoid, so the setting up of an encircling ellipsoid is the main concern of our treatment.
Although the ideas are relatively simple, notation is rather a problem and worth gett ing well fixed. Our data is assumed to be real and consists of many characteristics (such as body temperature, blood pressure, etc.); hence we will work with ,-,,<lO<5 'l~in the real n-dirnensional vector space RO. H", superscript , n < x,y > =x y =~x' yl
The ordering assumed, which is always obtianable by a permutation of subscripts, is that the norms Choosing r/>l on the boundary of the ellipsoid being generated gives, from (13b).
(14)
A rotation of coordinates, around the new origin at c a, is now undertaken through the use of an orthogonal rotation transformation matrix R. The desired effect of R is to bring r/>I in line with the x' coordinate axis. For this we form the nonsingular n x n matrix.
We proceed in somewhat the same manner with the other coordinates, though the presence of a prior coordinate introduces further steps. As r/> has already been used we wish to remove it by deleting i = 1 1 from our index set, while we also wish to concentrate on the (n-l) remaining dimensions. Thus, using super-script (2) to indicate the second (interative) step, we write satisfy j e [2, ..., N) (7) (8) Rr/>j = frf>i1 (2) where the scaler r/>j 1 (2) is the first component and
The columns of <l > are orthogonalized by using the Gram-Schmidt procedure, implemented through a matrix T, by beginning with the first column of <l > and working toward the nth. Using a partition to emphasize the first column we can write.
(15b)
To this point, using 1n as the n x n identity matrix, we have Now, however, due to the different contributions of the first components r/>j 1 (2) to the ellipsoid, we desire to rotate each of these vectors r/>j(2) individually in its turn to the x 2 axis. Thus, by placing the vector r/>P) first in r/>j(2) constructed as at (9), we generate, using the method described above, N-1 rotation (n-l) x (n-l) matrices R j(2) such that is an (n-l) -vector. Again form the norms of these 
Thus R is an orthogonal matrix which rotates the vector r/>I of maximum norm to the x! axis. In line with equations (3) and (4) we set Having done this, and using + to denote the direct sum of two matrices, we set
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This ellipsoid has a t least n of the N known classification vectors O:j on the boundary and all oth ers inside; in th is sense it is minimal and any vector 0: which satisfies < y,D-1 y> .. 1 is to be classified with the classification of the original O:i'
CONCLUSIONS -DISCUSSION REFERENCES ACK NOWL EDGEMENTS
A method has been described for setting up ellipsoids to surround clustered data, is occurs in the field of medical diagnostics. For each cluster of data a separate ellipse is set up and new data (patients) are tested to see if classification can be obtained within any of the clusters.
As yet the method remains to be programmed, though this should be straightforward. For this, more efficiency may be obtained by using the maximum ni(j) at each, [t h, step, to avoid the maximization of (20), followed by a test, (24a), of all remaining <Pi; if, however, one of the cfl j fail this test it must replace the one used and the process repeated. Some numerical examples need to also be carried out for n>2, especially to determine the nature of overlaps and to obtain a feeling for the minimal ity property.
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(20) where d is known from (14). We wish to choose d 2 such that this inequalit y holds for all i and with equality for at least one i. If we define the index set
